
Attendees 

 

SMU: 

 Prof Kam 

 Esther Gao Shuang 

 Desmond Lin 

 Wang Ziteng 

 

Date/Time 2017/11/01, 8:30am 

Location SIS Meeting Room 5.1 

Meeting 

Agenda 

 

Agenda of the meeting was to, 

 Get feedback from Prof 

Notes 

 

Feedback from Prof: 

1) Exclude bundle product from the other analysis. But need to confirm 

with JnJ -> (Check with Nhu Y) 

2) Next Formal Meeting and presentation with JnJ is 10/11/2017. 

3) Deliver data framework to JnJ and what data did we transform. 

a. Code to automate calculation and transformation 

4) If the procurement type is E, then map towards itself. 

5) Put the redundant ones behind and the one we want in front. 

6) Move the OriPlantName and OriPlantCity in front of PlantName and 

PlantCity. 

7) Have to separate the internal and external cost. Whether it’s DC cost or 

internal mfg cost. 

8) Come up with column called Cost Center and whether it’s internal 

manufacturing or DC cost. (Check with Nhu Y and confirm with her that 

all the BOM are cost from the internal mfg itself) 

9) Subcon cost that’s to help internal mfg (i.e. external mfg) with 

production then label as “Mfg” but if it’s the subcon for repackaging and 

stuff then (DC). 

10) Put a date for NTS and add 2 columns for Origins and Destinations 

To Do Question to ask Nhu Y: 

- JA Extra Care 200g Reg Design bottle 16 -> How do they classify product 

such products. Take from Vrnt_Description. 

- For the Internal (it’s for internal mfg), for F (it’s for DCs right) and for X 

(it’s subcontracting right but what kind of subcontracting is it again?)  

- Distribution and plant components cost, check with Nhu Y again.  

- Stock transfer from another entity -> verify what it is again. Is it from 



APSC? 

- 28030134 -> extra lines product 

- (Check with Nhu Y and confirm with her that all the BOM are cost from 

the internal mfg itself) 

Subcon cost that’s to help internal mfg (i.e. external mfg) with production then 

label as “Mfg” but if it’s the subcon for repackaging and stuff then (DC). 

 


